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Research Questions

- Contrary to early 2010’s forecasts,
indie bookstores are doing well. How?

- Why aren’t large chains?

- Can we learn lessons applying more
broadly?



The Model – Main Set Up

- Sellers:

- a (Amazon) and b (brick and mortar).

- Two genres, x and y , z/2 books of each genre.
- We also consider asymmetric genres (one mainstream, one niche).

- a carries all z . b is capacity-constrained, only carries k , k < z .

- Prices are constant and exogenously given.
- We relax this assumption later.
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The Model – Main Set Up

- Buyers:

- Measure 1, equally (for now) split into two types, x and y .
- We consider the case of eclectic buyers in an extension.

- Buyers have iid valuations v ∼ G(·), v ≥ 0 for books of their type, 0 otherwise.

- They also have iid preferences for b, ω ∼ U(0, ω̄).
- Think of this as ideological aversion to Amazon, perks of shopping in person, not having to

wait for books...
- ω ≥ 0 is wlog, since Amazon dominates in the variety dimension, and prices are fixed.
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Information Structure and Consumer Choice

- At a given seller, buyers can learn both the genre and the value v of a title at no cost.

- By contrast, when bookseller chooses what books to carry, observe genre but not v .

- Each buyer selects the bookstore providing the highest expected value.

- Within that given bookstore, buy the one book that yields the highest value.
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The Model - Store’s Strategy

We focus on brick and mortar stores’ stocking decisions:

- GENERALIST: stock k/2 books of genre x , k/2 of genre y .
- Essentially a miniature Amazon: extensive margin.

- SPECIALIST: stock k books of either genre.
- Give up half of consumers, become very appealing for other half: intensive margin.
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Main Result: Optimal Specialization Decision

Proposition: Assume no exit. Then, a bookstore specializes if and only if Amazon is large
enough:

πSPECIALIST (k , z) ≥ πGENERALIST (k , z)⇔ z > zgs = z ′(k , ω̄).

Moreover, zgs(k , ω̄) is increasing in both k and ω̄.

- Smaller bookstores are more likely to become specialists.
- Less specialization in areas / product categories with more aversion to Amazon.
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Remark: can interpret result as dynamic (“As Amazon grows, more specialization”) or as
cross-sectional (“Given Amazon’s size, smaller bookstores specialize”).
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Stylized Facts – Specialization

“[Amazon’s] unmatchable scale is liberating for booksellers; it means stores can focus on
curating books that communicate a particular aesthetic, rather than stocking up on things

people need but don’t get excited about”.

Mark Cohen: “There is a tremendous resurgence of local bookstores, but these have relevance
because (. . . ) they’re not trying to be all things to all people as B&N has always tried to be.
They’re either picking on a genre or curating an assortment that appeals to a local

customer.”
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Extension: Niche Genres

- What if genres are unequally popular – e.g., x preferred by α > 1
2?

- Proposition: When z very large, store specializes in the least popular genre, y : “niche
specialist”.

- Even – sometimes especially – when 1− α→ 0. E.g., specialize on cooking books, not on
fiction!

- Not a trivial extension: stocking policy for general store not trivial (fraction β of x
titles may be higher than, equal to, or lower than α)
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Extension: Niche Genres

Linear case: m(x) = x/(1 + x).



Embarrassment of Niches

Chris Anderson: “The theory of the Long Tail can be boiled down to this: Our culture and
economy are increasingly shifting away from a focus on a relatively small number of hits

(mainstream products and markets) at the head of the demand curve, and moving toward a
huge number of niches in the tail. In an era without the constraints of physical shelf space

and other bottlenecks of distribution, narrowly targeted goods and services can be as
economically attractive as mainstream fare.”

Our point: Precisely because shelf space is limited, physical retail world is turning into
“narrowly targeted goods.”
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Extensions

- Pricing – do specialists price differently?

- Other Survival Strategies – e.g., offline amenities

- Eclectic Consumers – what if consumers aren’t specialized?

- Exit Decisions – which bookstores are more likely to survive?

- Welfare – is specialization good for consumers?
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- Firm a acts as price leader by setting pa first.

- Firm b then set price, either pg or ps, depending on its type.

- Treat pa as exogenously given. (Our firm b represents one of multiple fringe firms.)
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Extension: Pricing

Proposition: There exists a threshold z ′(k , ω̄) such that store b optimally chooses to be a
specialty store if z > z ′(k , ω̄). In the right neighborhood of z ′(k , ω̄), the specialty store
sets a higher price (ps > pg ), captures a lower market share and earns a higher profit than
a general store.

- First part: robustness of our main result to introduction of pricing.

- Second part: boutique store effect. Niche strategy sacrifices market share for higher
margin.

- Note: endogenous pricing⇒ more specialists.
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Welfare Analysis – Insufficient Specialization

- Recognize (and avoid) heated debate over Amazon’s market power and externalities
from local commerce.

- Question: In the context of our model, do consumers benefit from Amazon? From
niche stores?

- Benefit from Amazon is obvious. From niche stores, not so obvious.

Proposition: When store b is indifferent between being a general or a specialty store, the
average consumer strictly prefers the latter.

- Related to Waldfogel’s “tyranny of the majority”
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Data

- Provided by major publisher.

- Store-title-level purchases of publisher’s titles by bookstores, from Jan 2016 to Dec
2109.

- Do not observe sales from each channel to consumers, assume high correlation
between orders and sales.

- Data aggregates all stores for three channels (Amazon, chains and mass merchant).
Granular data at bookstore level for independent bookstores.

- About six million transactions: x copies ordered of title t during month m by store s.
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Conclusions

- As Amazon grows, brick and mortar stores can either exit or specialize.
- This result is robust to several extensions.

- Offer very different picture from: “mainstream products sell offline, preference minorities
buy online”

- Here, (some) minorities are relatively better served offline.

- Amazon contributes to two long tails: its own, directly; and an offline one, indirectly,
by forcing brick and mortar stores to focus on niche products.

- Small brick and mortar stores can actually thrive in a fragmented market!
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Thank You!


